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ABSTRACT

This thegis concenls vector negnetocardiographic leads, which grve
a rimple relctionship between the electrie activity of the heart end the
megnetic signals which ere measured near to the thorax.

The sensitivity distributions hsve been meesured in the heart muscle
region of a torro model. Thio experimeutal torso model has a redistic shape
cnd reBligtic resistivity rstioe for blood, nuscle, liver, lung eod bone tirgues.

The (anterior) unipoeitiond leod "tyttem developed by Malmivuo has
vrry often been used in vector magnetocaröography beceure it is practical
and has a high S/N ratio. The model studies of this theris ehow thet it is
possible to improve the quality of this signal to cone more elose to the actusl
magnetic heart vector. Firstly, the most ideal location of the detector was
eralueted to be over the fourth intercogtal spade. Secondly, it is ruggested
that the compnente of the m.aguetic field orientated to the anteriär, hft
aod superior directions would be rnultiplied by the coefrcients 1, -1 end -1,
respectively, to better relate the measured magnetic field to the megnetic
heart vector. These numbers rhould replace the coefrcients L, -2 and -2,
respeetively, which sre besed on rimpler models.

The spatiel sensitivity distributioru for the unipotitioasl lead syrtem
show that all the three component leads are much more sensitive to the
anterior electricel tources in the heart than tp the posterior.sources.

Two combircd letd eyl/remt ste introduced which produce more ideel
renritivity östributions than the unipositional lead eystem. (1) The com-
bincd vnipotitionol lead tyelem uses a proper combination of simultgneoru
signals of the porterior and anterior unipositional recoröngs. Thie lead sys-
tem has a low S/N ratio. (2) The WCG-comperuoted lead ayftcm improves
the sensitivity distributions without decreasing the signal level by using two
component leads of a vector electrocardiographic lead system.

Because the combined lead s5rstems are quite impractical, the uniposi-
tional lead system is suggested to be a clinical method, by ueing the ap
propriate measurement position and. normalising coefficients evaluated by
the torgo model studies in this thesis.

I(ey wordsr Mognetocordiogrophy, Leod eyttema, Tono modeb
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1 INTR,ODUCTION

The heart is one of the strongest and most thoroughly invertigsted
physiolcigical magnetic freld sourcec. Dnring the past tmo d.ecades, there has

been considerable progrese in mtgnctoeoröogropåy (MCG) research, mostly
due to the development of the instrumentation.

So far, maglnetocardiography has not been used in rouiine diagnostic
rork. One reason for this is the paramount question: Is there any new
information in MCG comparedto eleetrocordiogrophy (ECG) concerning on
the electrical activation process of the heart? The independence of MCG
and ECG has been theoretically studied [Plo 72], [Rus 75J, [Wik 83], but
the question can not be eompletely answered until nunerous subjects with
heart diseases have been systematieally studied with MCG.

To perform a clinical test, a standard lead geometry should be used

that is practical, economical and contains relevant information about the
Bource of the heart's megnetic field. The souree can be approximated as

a magnetic dipole, called the mognetic heort occtor, MI[V, ånelogous to
clinicel electrocaröography, which is based on the concept of the electric
lpart oedor, EIIV.

The quality of the veetor electroeardiographie (VECG) Ieed systerns

has been studied by numeroru invegtigators by using torso models [Bur 17J,

[Sch 55J, [Fra 50], [M.F 63aJ, [Bro 00J, [Sza 82], [Mai 82J. The aceuracy
of these torso models is continuously increasing. The vector magnetocar-
öographic (VMCG) lead ryetems have also been considered iu model studies
by Matmivuo [Mal 76J, Geselowitz [Ges 80] and Cufrn [Cuf 81J. The methods
end constructions of theee models vlry, which helps to explain why the
results were not uniform. None of them included both the shape of the real
hunsn body and the broad range of conductivities of the tissues.

In this theeis, an experimentel model is used which has e realistic
shape and realistic resistivity valuee for the various regions. This means,
for example, that the conductivity of the intracardiac blood mass is 10

times higher than the conductivity of the lungs. With these experiments, it
was possible characterize the vector magnetocardiographic lead fields quite
reliably and to develope more ideal lead geometries for detecting the MIIV.
The effects of the level of complexity of the torso models were also studied.
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The three basic elements affectiag ECG and MCG signals are the heart,
the body and the lead. These elements are theoretically modelled in Chapter
2. In Chapter 3, numerous leed systens for producing an ideal vector mBg-
netocardiographic lead field are preoented.

The experimental models are described in Chapter 4 snd the results
from tlere models are listed in Chapters 5 through 8. The vector mag-
netoceröogrephic recordings from normal petients'were obteined by using
the most ideel lead syetems. These results'are reviewed in Chapter 9. The
effect of varyrng the localion of the detector overthe heart is elso verified.



2 THEORY OF DETECTING THEELECTRIC SOIIRCES
OF THE HEART

2.1 The heart - a'Yolume source

z.L.L Physiological generators in the heart volume

The mechanical activity of the heart takes place in connection with
the electrical activation procerses of the cardisc cell membranes. The origin
and the normal pathways of the activation are known in macroscopic scale

[Dur 70J, [Spa 75]. The propagation from cell to cell is suggested to have its
mechanism in the conduction in low-resistance junctions between adjacent
cells or in electric field eoupling [Spe 79].

The heart is compoBed of several tXpes of tissues, which sffects the
conduction in the heart, i.e. the electrical source itself. For example, the
conduction velociff in Purkiqie-fibers is about five times higher then in the
ventricular myocardium [Sch 70J. Further, the myoeardium ic compoaed of
spiral-ahaped muscle fibers [Str 79], having higher eonductivity and propsga-

tion speed parallel to the fibers than perpeudicular to them [Cle 70], [Rob79J.

CeIIuIzr level

Chemical enersr is transformed. iuto electrical energlr when the ions
moye through the cell membrane due to the concentration gradient. The
total iouic membrtne current dendty J;o,n (orientated outward) is the origin
of both ECG and MCG rignals. The electric and magnetic fields Bre now
considered in the external mediun at a distanee r, which is very large when
compared to the cellular dimensions. In the internal aud external boundaries
of the membrane the conductivit'y is discontinuous. This strongly affects to
the fields, which is shown later. These öscontinuities can be theoretically ex-
pressed by eecondary tonTceE, which replace each boundary by a double layer
in a homogeneons volume conductor. The eonductivity inaide the menbrane
is found to be negligible when compared to the intracellular and extracel-
lular conduetivities o; and r", respectively. tr\uther, the internal and exter-
nal surfaces carr be replaced by a membrane surface ,Srr,'which is located
between these two surfaces. Moreover, Plonrey and Heppner [Plo 67] have
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shown thst the electric and magnetic fields of the heart can be considered
to be quasi-stationary. Then, the electrie potential Y;(r) and the magnetic
flux density B;(r) arising from cell 1 in a homogeneons, uabounded medium
can be e:rpressed as follows [Plo 05J, [Plo 09], [Ges 70], fPlo 811:

lro"v;(r): l,^Jio," 
.t(*), * Ir^@"v" - o;v;)dt 

"(:) 
(t)

and

f,r"rt'l: f"^rio,"X"(i)* * lr^@"v-o;%)ds""(:) , (z)

where S is a normd vector pointrag outward from the cell, % and I/; are

the external and internal potentials, respeetively, and u- is the volume
of the membrane. In both equations, the first term gives the contribution
of the original ionic currents and the second term describes the effect of
the passive membrane boundaries. Ploneey [Plo 09], [Plo 81] has shown
that in both equations the first integral is negligible, so that the electric
and magnetic fields of a single cell arise from the secondary source alone.

Intuitively this can be expected to happen becaure the membrane current
denrity is relatively high, but it exists only in e very snall volume.

Mx,roscopic level

The active tissue volume can be represented by a vector field Jd(r),
which gives the öpole monent per unit volune. The active membranes of
n cells in source volume u, can thus be replaced by this field by applying
the expressions of Geselowitz [Ges 07J, [Ges 70J:

where t represents each individual cell. Jd has the units of current per unit
area and is called tble impreeeed currer* dewity. Neglecting the first term
on the right side of both Eq.(l) and Eq.(2) and spplyrng Eq. (3) gives ru
expreasions for the external fields of the total sollrce volume u,

1","0': å lrr^t,@'v" - o;v;);ds 
'

(3)



4tro"V(r): 4rinrVl: 1"," O(l)Or,

and

fr",, : Y; nt'l : |,,tr x "(l)*,
Theae expressions show that in inftrrift,g, homogeneous volune conduc-

torg the electric potentials arise from flow tou?cet and the magnetic freld
from vortez eourcet The uolume ton?ce is'restricted to the active tissue
volune ur, which in the heart's c4se always practically exists iu the myocar-
dinm. All other parts of the body, or the volume condtetor, are passive. This
volume conductor is discussed in Section 2.2.

2.L.2 Dipole representations for the eource

The object of electrocaröograp\y eDd magnetocardiography is to ob
tain information concer.ing the p\ysiological condition of the heert'which
is conneeted to the electrical events occurring h it. One way to do this
is a purely enpirical one: the diagnosis is based on the reported correla-
tion between some abnormalities in the recorded signal and certain heart
diseases. The other way is to interpret these rignals by the behaviour of
a simplifled cquiuolcnt cordioc generctor [Ges 03]. The behaviour of this
equivalent generetor can then be used to understand the electric events in
an abnormal heart.

The lovest order grenerator is a urtpok, or B monopole. However, the
net curent flux of the cardiac generator is tero, which means thot the
volume rource cannot be modelled by the nnipole [Arz 70J. F\rther, mag-
netic monopoles heve not ineontestably been detected anyrrhere" Thus the
simpleet model for the heart has been a einglc dipole, which is fured in
the center of the heart. Already itr 1887 Waller [W"l 887] published sur-
face potentiel data which indicated that the depolarizing heart acts very
similarly to an electric dipole. The dipole is still the basic model of clinical
electrocardiologr. Analogouely, the magnetic dipole model was introduced
for the heart by Baule and McFee [Bro 70]. The electric and magnetic öpoles
a,rising from special types of current Bources Bre presented next.

(4)

(5)
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JS" I

tr13t.1. Three representations for an eleetric cunent
dipole Boruce. (") A line crurent element, (b) a eylindri-
cal souree of volnme current, (.) a planar double layer of
cherge. Äl rources have a dipole noment p" in the direc-
tion of the unit rector ur.

Electrie öpole

Let ru first consider a eylindrical volume element (Fig2.l(b)) of a resis-
tive, homogeneous volume conduetor characterized by the conductiity o
and the permeability p6. It is assumed that a constent, uniform cupent is
applied from the bottom to the top of the cylinder, represented by axial
current density Ji, : Ji or, where u, is the axial qnit vector. At remote
field points, this element produces a dipolar electric fietd. It is an electric
current dipole heving the electric dipole moment

Pc : .IiSlu, 
'

-hrr. I and S are the height and the croso-sectional ,area of the elernent,
respectively. Expressing the impressed current density tr'.u, from this equa-
tion shows that it can be termed as the dipole moment per volume ,gt.

If the radiu of the eylinder is decreased to near rero, the cunent dipole
(Fig.2.1 (a)) is produced. It consists of a point source of current +/! and

(0)
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a point sink of current -f! separated by the line element l. The dipole
mornent is simply expressed as follorps:

pc : Iil u, , (7)

where the currenf Ii is termed the axial impressed currmt.
ff, in turn, the height of the eylinder becomes insignificant compsred to

the radiru, a double-layer (fig. z"f(c)) results. A constant, electric current
with uniform current density florps a:cial through the thin internal volume
having the conductivity v. It maintains the potential differenee V4 between
the two.Iayers. The dipole moment is then

Pc : oY4S ut

Magnetic dipole

The corresponding representations of the mognetic dipolea of electric
currentt are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Now a thin eylindrical shell of Fig. 2.2(b)
carries a uniform tangential surface cunent density Q - J'ö u6, where
u+ is the angular unit vector in cylindrical coordinates. Such an element
produces a dipolar magnetic field at remote field points. It is a magnetic
dipole, characterized by the eunent dipole moment p- [Har 58]. Now the
moment is expressed by the surface current density and the volune of the
cylinder:

pn:Ji9lwr, (9)

and J| ut can be called the impressed gurfaee current denrity. It shall be
emplasized here that J| has units of A/m while .I! is exprensed in units of
A/*2-

Decreasing the radiru of the cylinder produces the one-dimensional
nagnetic dipole, which is illustrated in FiS. 2.2 (a). The constant current
rotating in infinite small loops around the line element I : lu, is represented
by two magnetostatic point charges *q* and -g- located at the origin and
the terminal points of l, respectively. The cunent dipole moment can then
be exprersed aB follorvs:

(8)

Pm:#r'o,
The circular eunent loop (Fi9.2.2 (c)) is a double layer of magnetic

charge. The current dipole moment is now:expressed as a function of the
loop area S:

(10)

(11)pnr : IiS u. ,
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+o
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lS"l

trlrt.t. Three representations for a stetic nagnetie dipole
Bource. (") A dipole of point charges, (b) a cylindrical eru-
face of surface current, (.) a current loop. All sources have
a dipole moment p- in the direction of the unit vector ur.

where 4 "* be called the angular impressed eurretrt.

Fields

Let ru now express the fields arising from an eleetrie or magnetic öpole
element in a simplified volume conductor. It is locsted at the origin and
orieutated along the Z-axis (see Fig. 2.3). The electric curent dipole p"
generates a scalar electric potential Yp to a point P, which is expressed by
the radius vector r(r ,0, C) in spherical coordinates:

vp- l"'tr --P"- eosg ,- 4toro 4tror'
analogous to the field of static charges. The crrrrent density Jp at the point
P czn be repreeented by the gradient of the scalar potential:

o-o

(12)

(13)Jp : -oYVp : ffit2eosd u, * sin0 ue)

Beceuse the magnetic field is always measured in air, the medi 'n sround
the gmall spherical conductor locatiug at the origin is now assumed to
have a rero conductivity. If the permeability is still p everyrvhere, the
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trtst.s. Geometry for expresring the electric and rnag-
netic field of an electric or a magnetic öpole. The dipole is
located in the origin and has a moment in the direction of
the positive Z-axis. The field is calculated in point P, the'
location of which is given by the radius vector r(r,0 , S).

magnetic field of the magnetic dipole with moment p can be evaluated
analogonsly to the electric field of an electric öpole. The nagnetic flux
density Br in point P is then:

Bp : ffinr"tZ eos o u, * sin o ue)

Also an electric dipole p" produces a nagnetic field. At a östant field point
the volume cunents produce a net coutribution of zero end Ampere's law
can be applied for e short cunent element lZzr 611l.

Br- #n"Xr: #p"bin/ua,)

(14)

( 15)

Equations (12), (13) and (15) can be applied to each electric eurrent
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dipole represented by Figs. 2.1 (a)...(c) and by Eqs. (0)...(8). Similarly, Eq.
(14) governs the fields of the three magnetic dipoles illustrated by FigE. 2.2

(").. .(.) and characterized by Eqs. (g)...(11).

2.L.3 Dipolar volume Bourceg

The theoretical dipole Bources are no\f, used to describe the total effect

of the electric Bources of the heart. The electric dipole moment of the heart
can well be represented by the double-layer rhodel of Fig. 2.1(c). This is
indicated by Fig. 2.4, which is adapted from McFee and Baule [McF 72J.

The myocerdial activation front can be approximated by a uniform
charge density at each instant of time (Fig. 2.a (a)), which is experimeutally
proved by Reynolds and Weller [R.y 05] and Colli-trtenzone et al. [Col 82].

It is next imagined that the opening of this cup is capped by a disk having
similar charge density ds the original cup (Fig. 2.4 (b)). This closed double
Iayer produces no potential difierences in the surrounding volume conductor.
This can simply be proved by uring the solid-angle computation, which is

introduced later in this seetion. Subtracting this Eource from the original
Bource of Fig. 2.4 (z), an equivalent source results which has an external
field similar to the original one. This new Bource, illustrated in Fig. 2.4 (c),

is the cap of the opening with reversed polarity. This idea of an equivalent
doublelayer was first applied by Wilson et al. fWil 33] to a depolarired
nuscle fiber.

x.l3.t.{. Representetion of the excitation front in the
myocardium as an eleetric dipole. (a) The original cup
shaped double layer, (b) a closed double-layer producing
zero field, (.) 

" 
planar double layer, equivalent to (a).

(c)(b)(a)
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The electric field of this Eource can be expressed by the eolid-ntgle com-
putation which is first introdueed by Helm.holz. The solid-angle presentation
is now derived for a homogeneous case. Modelling the cup by a circular,
planar and homogeneons double layer allows one to substitute Eq. (8) for
Eq. (12). This gives for the potential Vp rn point P:

(10)

In thie case the dipole source of Fig. 2.3 is a double layer of electric
eharge, the vector p" orientated perpendicular to the layer surfaces. In Eq.
(10), the potential Ya of the double layer is:multiplied by the ratio of two
solid angles. The first one is the solid angle O, h which the suface S is seen

from the distant point P:

vP : s4::ro 
vd

A S cosdIJ:T ,

and the latter one is the maximal golid angle 4r. Using the'notation of Eq.
(17), the eolid-angle potential is e:rpressed as follows:

(17)

(18)vp: fiu,
The origin of the nagnetic field of the heart was described first by Baule

and McFee [Bau 05b] by two electric dipoles, orientated l,rngentially in a
spherical heart. This representation is nodified in Fig. 2.5 (a). The source is
constructed of eix tangential electromotive surfeces in the myocardium. By
ruring the equivalenee introduced by Figs. 2.1 (a) and (c), each double-Iayer
can be represented by a thin current element. This represeutation is a rough

trls. fJ. Repreeentation of the maguetic dipolarity of
the myocardium. (a) Elementary tangential double layers
of electric charge, (b) and (c) equivelent repreeentations
for (a).

(c)ö)(a)
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\lr il
I!'lst.o. Schemsticel repreeeutation of depolarizingnyocar-
dium, which has the propertiee of both the electric and
nagnetic dipole.

model of the tangential currents, which exist in the myocardium et the end
of the myocardial depolarisetion. By choosing Bn appropriate length for each

dipole, the geometry of Fig. 2.5 (b) results. The last step is to nodify this
element of closed current to the circular cunent loop of Fig. 2.5 (c). This
loop is one presentetion for a magaetic dipole, as shown previously.

A siryle elementary electric cunent dipole ig used in nany theoretical
papers es a Bource of magnetic field [Gry 73], [Gry 74J, [T]i 77J, [Cuf 821.

Wikgwo et al. [Wik 79] have considered the volune Bource,reprecented by a
cupshaped double-layer of charge (FiS. 2.a (a)). They have shown that this
element produces a magnetic freld which is expreused by a line integral over
the rim of the layer.

Fig. 2.0 (from [Wik t2]) illustrates that a double-layer can be composed
of radial and tangential componeats of elementery tources. This kind of
volume source contains both the electric dipole Bource of Fig. 2.4 (a) and
the maguetic dipole source of Fig. 2.5 (a). Both of these components cen
produce magnetic fields, but the electric fields of the tangeutial components
cancel each other at a distant field point.

2.L.4 Extensions of the öpole apprqimation

Äecording to the prerrious section, the simplest nodel for the heart is

the electric or magnetie dipole, which is fuced by location. Three'Tays have

been used to extend the öpole hypothesis to a more accruate represeutetion
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1)

of the cardiac source:

The multiple dipole model consists of several dipolar Bources with
fuced locations. The location of each dipole can be chosen to gain
maximal information of the source. In the cese of electric dipoles,
each dipole can be represented by a macroscopic double layer of
charge instead of small conceutrated dipoles [Bar 76b] Bo as to Tore
closely approximate reality. Actually, the heart can be modelled by
n. epicorilial uirloce tov?cc, which is composed of either discrete
values lZab 00] or a continuous distribution of epicardial potentials

[Yan 82J.

The problem is to get stable eolutions to all equations which relste
the regtricted number of electric surface potentials or magxretic field
components to these elementary Bources. The.number of equations
can be reduced by fi:cing the orientation of each dipole [Hol 09J.

.Moreover, the computations can be simplified by s6nsSlsining the
maguitudes of the öpoles to only two posrible values (on/off-model)

[Bar 69]. The multiple dipole models for the heart clorely reflect
the source alone, because these models allow the reparation of the
distortions of the volume currents in the body.

The multipole expression.for the heart Bource contains both dipolar
and higher-order multipolar components, all having the seme origin.
Yeh and Marbinec fYeh 58] and Geselowitz [Ges 00] have showtr
that the equiralent source can be determined with hish accruacy by
calculstiqg several higher-order terms of the multipole expension.
However, this equivalent source contains the contributions of the
shape and inhomogeneities of the torso, which are .liscussed in
Section 2.2. This kind of equivalent source cen not be demonstrated
physiologically.

The third model is the moving electticol or mognetic cetter of the
heart. This implies the moving resultant dipole, which wes first
evaluated by Gabor and Nelson [Gab 54] from the moments of first
and second order of the electrie potential distribution on the torso
surface. The five Gabor-Nelcon equetions for the coordinates of the
source'were derived by approximating the torso as homogeDeous.
Brody and Bradshaw [Bro 02J derived the rarne eqnationr from the
multipole e)q)ansion by zeroing dl quadripolar termd. The moving
center model can be used to indicate the pathway of the "moving
resultant dipole" [Art 71J. Additionally, the timevarying location
of the noving center of the heart hes been rued as the origin of the
nultipole expanrion [Ges 65], thus producing a 'moving multipole".

All three of these exiensions of the d.ipole model have been applied

2)

3)

to both electrocardiography and m.agnetocardiography. They contain more
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information about the volume Bource than a single dipole with fixed location.
Holt et al. [Hol 71] have reported that the use of a multiple electric dipole
model makes the öagaosis of ventricular hypertrophy more reliable. More
clinical studies are needed to ghow the possible diagnostic capabilities of the
vsrioue extensions of the fuced-dipole model.

2.2 Tbre body - a volume conduetor

2.2-L Levels of complexity of torso models

The electric end magnetic fields of the heert ere.sfiected by the sur-
rounding tissues. To study these effects the electrical properties of the body
need to be considered and the body is replaced by electrical models, which
are rimplifled rtep by step. These }ind of models Bre here ielled the cq'rrtiv

alent thorsx analogous to the term equivalent cardiac generator,"which was
previously used for the Bource.

The human body is a volume conductor with ömensions öffering eon-
siderably from the cellular dimensions. As e consequence, the body can be

övided into macroscopic volume regions, each having specific chsracterir
ticg which ere constant inside the region. Äll regions can be considered to
be linesr end resistive.

1) The mogt complex model is litrr"or, piccevhc homogeneow ond
onhotroprc. Beceuse the anieotropy of the skeletel muscles is ap
preciable, several,efforts have been made to include this effect. Rueh

[Rus 7la] has constructed an anisotropic structure which models
the surface muscle layer in a physical torso model. Rruh [Rus 07]

and McFee and Rush [McF 03b] have elso developed an equivalent
isotropic model for the muscle layer,'which prodrrces the sarne eftect
ea an anisotropic layer consisting of fibers orientated tangential to
the surface. This equivalent isotropic layer has the thickness d;,
which is a furction of the thicknees do, of the nnis6t3epic layer,
the longitudinal conductivity o1 of the fibers and the transverse
conductivity os of the fibers:

d;:rl"#0, (le)

The overall conduetivify oo of the equivalent irotropie layer csn be cale.ulated
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as follows:

19

(20)

This principle has been applied by Mailloux and Gulrajani [Mai 80]

in a mathematical torso model.
Also the myocardium itself is anisotropie. However, this enisotropy
hes not been included in any torso model, eo far.

Most torso models have been simplified by neglecting :the effects
of the anirotropy. The first rrotropic, inhomogeneous torso model
was a physical one, realized by Burger and van Milaan in 1947 [Bur
47]. The mathematical, inhomogeneous torso models a,re based on
the works of Gelernter and Swihart [Gel 0a], Horacek [Ior 71] and
Arthru et al. [Art 72]. Beeatrse of the complexity of the realiåtic
body geometries, these models use öscretized integral calculation
instead of the analytic approach.

Ilomogeneotu torso models use a lower complexity level. In these
models all tissues are replaced by the sarne conductivity, cor-
responding to the average conduetivity of the torso. Burger and
van Milaan fBur 46] trere the first who constructed a homogeaeous
model which had the realistic shape oJ the human toreo. Frank [Fra
50] and McFee and Parungåo [McF baU] rued homogeneous torso
tanks with.a realistic geometry fordeveloping the vector electrocar-
diographic lead syetems which are preoenfly in clinicel usq.

The last logical step is to neglect the effects of the outer boundaries
of the torso. This infinite, homogeneous volume conductor is equiv-
alent to a spherical torso model containing the source in the center.
The first recordings of the magnitude [IIol 37] and the cartesian
eomponents [Sch 37] of the electric heart vectorwere based on this
assumption. This model is also applied in the precordial standerd
ECG leads [Wil 11].

The basis of the six electrocardiogrephic limb leads is, however,
a more simplified torso model. The dendard limb leeds [Ein 12J,

the unipolar limb leads [Wil 10] and the fust reconstruction of the
electric heart vector [M"o 20] have been introduced for the frontal
plane only. In these studies, a two-dimensional electric dipole source

is considered in a homogeneous, two-dimctuiond torso.

In this classification, only electrocardiographic models have been

referred to. This is because the besie works concern ECG end similar
models csn be used for MCG. So far, the most advanced models for MCG

3)

1)

5)

ot*otOrT
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have been mathematical ones, having the second eomplexity level of the
previous cethegory [Hor 73], [C"f 77b]. It is possible that the requirement
of anisotropy which was implied in the first eonplexity level has less im-
portance for MCG than for ECG. This is becaue the ECG electrodes are
located close to the anisotropic tissue.

2.22 Contributions of the torso to ECG and MCG lignslg

The efecte of the ehape öf the outer boundary, the internd in-
homogeneitiee and anhotropies have been gtudied for about four decades.
The firgt etudies in this field hgve been carried out for the three standard
limb leads. The orientetion and the rcnsitivity of thege leedc are represented
by three leed vectors, which form'the lead vector trieugle. Burger and van
Milgan measured this triangle in froutal plene for homogeneous torgo models
and en inhomogenous torso model conteining the lungn, lirer and spine [Bru
40J, [Bur 47]. Laltrir, tr]ank [Fra 6aJ rued a homogsneous nodel to messure all
three components of these lead vectorg. The rqsulte from these experiments
showthat both the rhepe of the torso and the internal inhensggneitieg a,ffect
eonsidersbly to the lead fields. Comparison of the two triengles of Burger
and van Milsrn ruggests thet the inhomogeneities lower the rignal emplitude
to about 60 %. However, they did mot model ihe intracevitary blood mass.

Bayley et sl. [B"y 09] modelled mat]emetically the torso and the heart
as two inhgnogetreous, concentric spheres. They concluded tbst the in-
homogeneitiet make the:bource Bppear greater in strength by a factor of
1.3 in the ECG. The rource dso appesrs to hsr? a more geutric location by
a fector of 0.7. Later, Rudy and Plonrey lhud 79] gave a conect€d factor of
sbout 1.6 to the sigual amplification. They also showedthat the intracavitary
blood mass tends to increase thp emplification, while the lungs decrease
it. This result indicates the importsnce of the intracsvitery blood mass in
ECG models. Although the inhomogeneitiee of a conductor can theoretically
produee extra peake on the surfsce potentiels [RuE 71bJ, Rudy and Plonsey

[Rud 79] eoncluded thet.this kind of peaks do not ocistin ECG. ln trun, the
detailed conputer nodel study of Gulrajabi aäd Mailloux [Gul SSJ,showed
that the inhom.ogeneities may snoothen the peaks of ECG.

The effects of the torso geometry and inhomogeneities on the mag-
netocerdiogxan have been studied intensively during the last few years by
ruing mathematical torso models. Gryazpau and Gegelowitr [Gty 73] showed
that the exbernel meguetie field of a current dipole is not strongly effected
by the inhomogeneities.'However, Hosaka et al. [Hos 70] state that the]ighly
conducting intracevitar blood nass has the biggest contribution to the meg-
netic field norncl to the chest. The other two components of the freld are
in general more affected by the torso geometry, as noted by Cufrn and
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Cohen [C"f 772]. Cuft.n [Cuf 81] also stated that the torso geometry has the
major effect on the total magnetic field. Tripp [Tri 77J has given a qualitative
approximation for these effects by eoncluding that small alterations in the
torso dimensions produce a proportional change of the same order on the
orternal magnetic field.

Some of the preceöng studies also contain a eomparison of the specific
sennitivities of ECG and MCG to the variations iu the torso parameters.
Hosaka et al. [Hos ?SJ state that the realistic torso sffects the MCG by a
smBller or similar amoust thsn the ECG. Cufrn [Cuf 81] reports that the
outer boundary of the torso and the lungs affect the MCG rether mote than
the ECG. Because Cuff.n did not model the blood r.esistivity, the diserepancy
may arise from the greater effect of the intrecavitary blood mass on the ECG
than on the MCG.

The effects of the volume conductor on the ECG and MCG can elso
be discutsed by using another philosophy. This deals with the effects on the
desired sensitivity distributions in the myocardium. Brody [Bro 50] ehowed
that the highly conåucting intrabavitary blood mass tends to östort the
orieutation of the sensitivity of ECG leads to be radial in the nyocerdium.
This Brodyefiect is experimentally verified by Voukydis fllou 73J. It is found
difrcult to compensate by moöfying the lead geometries. On the other hand,
Baule and McFee [Bau 70] report that the low conductivity of the lungs
compared to the conductivity of the heart volume produces a poeitive aef-
centering efiect on the maguetocaröography. ThiB means that the effect of
the lead geometry on the MCG is smaller than it would be without the
inhepegeneities.

2.3 Leads for the determination of the source

2.3.L Basic concepts

The two basic problems of ECG end MCG are the '!or:w.ord problem zrrd,

the dnucrrc problem. The forvard problem consists of three steps:

Choose the equivalent cardiae generator (Section 2.1)

Choose the equivalent thora:r for the body (Section 2.2)

Determine the deeired electrie or magnetic field'values produeed by
this systern.

t)

2)

3)
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If the msthematical or experimental method used in step 3) it,exact, the
accuracy of the forward problem is limited only by the degree of the
simplifications which were done in first two steps. The pure forward problem
is golved in simuletion studies, where the ECG or the MCG produced by
equivalent cardiac generators are compared to the real signals of uormal or
abnormel hearts.

The inveree problem basically consigts of the BBme steps in reverged

order:

fields by1)

2)

Measure the electric potential and/or naguetic
various leads.

Choose the equivalent thora:r

usmg

3) Determine the equivalent cardinc generator, whieh'will produce the
measured signals when loceted in the equivalent volume conductor.

This problem does not heve an unique solution, unlees the complexity levels

of the source is not fi:(ed beforehand. The nunber of independent variables
included in the equivalent source must not be greeter than the number of
Ieads which are used for deteeting the ECG end MCG signals. The rerlricted
inverrc problem contsins therefore an additional step 0) to the original
inverse problem:

0) Choose the level of the equirelent cardiac generator.

Thit step is related to step 1) as follows: If 0) is lrcrformed before 1),

it .ddtermines the minimum num.ber of independent measurements. If l)
pröceeds 0), the maximal complexity of the generator is determined in 1).

The solutions of the restricted inverse problem are related to the actusl
generatorg of the nornal or abnormal heart, but the eccurecy depends on
the accuraey of the nodels for the heart and for the body. Although the
inverse problem is of primary interest in csröology, it is usually solved by
first considering the field of the souree, i.e. by starting from the forward
problem. This is the case in the following procedure.

A systematical approach to the clinical inverse problem is summarized
as follows:

Choose the level of the equivalent cardiac generator

Chooee the equivalent thorex to hgve a r€asonable com.plexity level
in proportion to the level of the generator.

1)

2)
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Design appropriate leads, which will measrue the desired generator,
located in the desired volume eonductor.

Determine the equirralent caröac generator by clinical measute-
ments by using the leads designed in step 3).

As can be seen, the solution of this problem is eoneentrated in perfor4ing
step 3). For this purpose, the concepts of ..letd vector and laad field are
considered next.

The concept of lead vector or heart vector was Bctually developed by
Burger and van Milaan [Bru aS] and systematically introdueed by Fran] [Fra
5al. In this theory, the heart is first modelled by one electrio dipole Iocated
in the eenter of the hesrt. They determined the lead vector c, speeific for
each lead geonetry, by means of the electric dipole moment F" of the source
and the measured lead voltuge V as follorrs:

[. - G'P" t (21)

where e can be determined from torso models eontaining a dipoler tource.
The source öpole moment is expreseed by Eqs. (0) ...(8) for the tbree
representations of the electric dipole. By unng Eq. (8), e is found to hsve
units of resistance per unit length. Thus it is also known as the transfer
impedance.

Agalogously, a magnetic lead vector d*r can also be determined, which
grves the relation between the maguetic dipole moment pra of the source
and the nagnetic flux C produced in the detector:

Ö: dö'P* , (22)

where p- has the expression of Eqs. (9) ...(11). The lead vector eoncept
can further be exteuded to relate the source dipole moment örectly to the
voltage 7- deteeted by the coil. This relationship is described by the lead
vector dy t

V*:'{.y 'pn (23)

However, theee leadvector equetions do uot relete the actuel elementary
Bources to the lead voltage. To do this, the formalism of the electric lead
vector theory is next extended to include volume sources. The source is first
expressed ss a östribution of discrete elementary dipole Eources. Then, for
each öpole j, we can determine a lead vector e; and expreEs the electric lead
voltage V" u a sum of the voltages from individual dipoles:

u- I"t'b");
l-1

(24)
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If the number of elementary Bources is large, the volune Bource, can

be represented by the dipole moment density Jd(X, Y , Z). F\uther, the
individual lead vector values are replaced by a continuoru vector freld
C(X, Y , Z). The source freld .f' of the source volume o, thus produces the
lead voltage

c . Jid,o (25)

In this eqgation, Jd has the units of eurrent density and C hgs units of
regista,nce per unit leugth, similarly to e in Eq.(21). The lead vector field C
is next expreesed in terms of a continuous lead field.

McFee and Johnston [McF 53], [McF 54a], [McF 54b] determined the
lead field by applying the reciprocity theorem stated in 1853 by Helmholr

[Hel E53] for an electromotive surface in a homogeneons volume conductor.
The challenge of the reciprocd field is to exprers illustretively the,senlitivity
of a lead in a volume source. The theor1r caD be introduced as follows:

A potential % is measured between two points on the body surfåce.
This potential is originated from a volume source, characterized
by X and located in the body, which is a resistive, homogeneons

volume conductor uu having the conductivity o6.

The source is unaetivated and a reciprocal current I, is:applied to
the lead. Now the volu-me conductor has'a reciprocal source and
sink rvhich produce a continuous current density field J1, into the
conductor. .

The detected voltage Ye is now given as follows [Plo 63], [Mal 76J:

Ju - J;du , (26)

which means that the lead voltage is proportional to the projection
of the elementary sonrces inthe leadtreld. The lead field ft, contains
norv all information about the eontributions of the shape of the
torso to each lead geometry.

lnhomogeneities are inserted into the volum.e conductor. Similar for-
mulation can still be ueed, if the Eource volu-me u, is a homogeneous

subvolume having the conduetivity ur. Becaure the Eource field Jr"
is cero outside the volume Bource, the integral of Eq. (26) can be

replaced by an integration oYer the source volume only:

1)

2)

3)

,, : 
1,,

ve-#1,,

1)

(27)ve:*l".ru.Jddu ,
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which grves the lead voltage for a homogeneous source ii an in-
homogeneous torso. The contributions of the shape of the torso,
the inhomogeneities and the lead geometry are all included in the
lead field J6 .

Analogoru to the extension of the electric lead vector theory, the mag-
netic lead field theory can be derived from the lead vector presentation of Eq.
(22) by eonsidering vector fields instead of eingle vectors. The magnetie flux
in the detector coil of a magnetocardiographic lead would then be expressed
in terms of the ecalar product of a reciprocal sensitivity field to magnetic
dipoles and the source feld grving the magnetic. dipole moment per unit
volume. Further, the lead voltage can be directly exprersed, according to
F4. (21). However, the volune Bource is better exprereed by means of the
elementgry Bonrces, which are included in the electric öpole moment density
field Jd.

The reciprocal magnetic field of the detector, or the eenritivity östribu-
tions to maguetic dipoles can be celculeted more easily than the reciprocal
electric field. This kind of caleulations can succeofully be used for minimizing
the sensitivity of multicoil detectors to enviromeutel magnetic noise Bources

[Kar 80aJ. Williaugoa and Kaulmnnn [Wil 81J propooe thet Blso the lead
field in the thorax would be expressed by the magnetic field Bs- produced
by the reciprocal current the detector. However, this leed field does not
contain the eftects of the torso on the sensitivity distribution. These effeets
ere included in the current field J;p ,*hich is induced in the body by this
rnagaetic field Br-.

The velidity of the lesd field theory in magnetocaröography is shown
by Plonrey [Plo 72J. Let us, for simplicity, energire r magnetocaröographic
lead by a ginusoidal current with the enplitude I,, which produces the leed
field Jr- in the body. The magnetocerdiographic lead voltage is again the
scalar product of the lead field and the Bource field, multiplied by a constant
factor [Plo 72], [Mal 70]:

v*: * 1",r,*.x&t , (28)

The following advantages are included in the lead field theory, preeented
in the form of Eq.(28) :

The effeets of the shepe of the torso, the internsl inhonogeneities
and the lead geometry are eutirely included in the leed field Jt*,
which is directly obtainable from torso models.

The measured MCG signel is expreaeed örectly in terms of the
dipole noment,densitSr Jd, which has been widely conridered ia the
theory of biologieel eources [Plo 09].

1)

2)
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The lead field gives the sensitivity distribution in a very illustrative
way: The örection of the current denrity linee grveg the direction
of the sensitivity and the denrity of the lines grves the nagnitude
of the gensitivity for each point of gource, respectivrly.

Lineer operations can be performed on the leed ffeldt of verioua
leadg. TbiB means that compliceted leads cgn be anslyled by com-
bining the lead fields of elementary leadr.

There a,re additional featrues, specific for physical torso models:

The lead field J1- needs to be determined only in the source region.

The complexity level of the torso models and the reliability of the
results is not limited by approximative nethode or by the capecity
of the computer.

The voltege produced by the total flux in the'detector is direetly
determined instead of approxinating it from the field components
in individual points.

The principles and concepts of the lead field theorJrare used in obtaining
and enalyzing the experimental results of this work. The theory is elso

applied to calculate and represent the eensitivity distributions in simple
volume conductors.

2.3.2 Calculating eimple Iead fields

According to the lead field theory, the reciprocal energisation of the
lead produces the lead field, which grves spatially the magnitude and the
orientstion of the sensitivity to dipolar elementary Eoutces. To introduce
the sensitivity distributions of MCG detectore to electric dipoles, the lead
flelds are first celeulcted under quaei-rtatic conditions in resistive, linear,
isotropic and homogeneous volume conductors haviug sinplified geometries.

The magnetometer was first modelled by r magnetic dipole consieting
of two magnetie point eharges or mognodee. Baule and McFee [Bau 05b]

derived a formula for the leed field in a thin, intrnite slab. They showed

that the sensitivity of each magnode geometrically depends only on the
two cylindrical coordinates d and r, where d is the axial distance from the
slab and r is the distance from the a:ris. The geometrical dependence is

obtained from the expression for the reciprocal cunent density J1* of a

5)

o)

7)



Fig.t.7. Geometry for calculeting the lead ffeld of a mag-
netic dipole in a homogeneious, conducting rl$ heving the
thickneu t. The dipole is tilted at the anele c to the dab.

pocitive magnod [B"o 05b]:

Jt*(d+,r*): 
*

by normaliring

l- -::A-Jr.--rg , (ze)

{v,..;'*v-f )
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| -,dI, r

|roor-Nä:t , (30)

where po is the magoetic permeability of free Bpace, o ig the conductivity
of the slab, r- is the radius of the rnagnode, N is the number of truns by
which the lead is energized and I, is the reciprocal cunent. For a positive
magnod, the geometrical factor Jo ia then

da
Jr(d*,r+) : +(t - (31)

,t(

The direction of the sensitivity is'perpendicular to d+ and 11 so thet the
Iead field consists of eoaxial, circular current flow lines. By applying Eq.
(31), the effect of tilting the detector is now demonstrated. The lead field
of a nagpetic öpole in ZX-plane, tilted at augle a to the positive X-a:ris

and located at a östance d from the planar conductor (see Fig. 2.7), has the
geometrical distribution

)l ",

\ffi)J'' ]'
'lll

(32)

I
8*, : ,r+r, COB C ,

t-rt : tf {"*)'+ ('r)' ,

d*-o*isina , (35)

r, and r, are the cartesian coordinates on the eurface, and I ie the tength
of the dipole. This formula was obtained by transforming Eq. (31) to rec-

taugular coordinates and then subtracting _the lead field current density
proåuced by the positive magoode in point (f cos c,0, da) from that of the
negative magnode situated in point (-f cos a,0,d-), respeetively.

The current density lines are obtained from the curreut density field by

first numerically integrating the total current J.(t X t) in the thin slab with
thickness t from the origin to yarious directions by l0 o and 1 mm steps.

The level curves of this integral give the desired current denrity lines. The
Iead fields are calculated by choosing t:l IISII, d:lfi) DD, l:20 mm and

(33)

(34)
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various values for a. The results are represented. in Figs. 2.S (a) ... (d) for
values a : 90o,00o,30o and 0o, respectively.

For o : fg0o, the lead fleld consists of coa:rial, circuler curreut density
lines similer to the leed field of a single magnode. This is because the ongvlor
tymmetry exists for sll or;ial leofu. The magnitude of the current density is

zero or the axis end reechee s meximum at sbout 128 nm from it.
When inserting coaxial inhepogsneities in the volune conductor, ihe

shape of the current denrity lines ig not affected. Only the current denrity
ie changed inside the inhomogeneities, in proportion to the change in the
conductivity. The lead field of Fig. 2.8 (a) is therefore obteined in a circulsr
sheet situsted symmetrical to the s)ds. t\rrther the conductor may consist
of several circular rings situeted eoaxially and one on top of another. As a

result, an inhomogeneons volune conduutor of Fig. 2.9 can be represented
which etill has coanial, circular crurent density lines when a dipolar detector
is loceted along the symmetry axis and energized reciprocally. This is a rough
model of the recording of the component of the heart's magnetic field normal
to the chest. The lead field of Fig. 2.S (a) then indicates only tangential
sensitivity, proportional to the geometrical factor Jr(r,rs,d,1,90") and the
conductivity of each point.

To study the effect of the östance d from the axial detector (o : 90o),

Xfmm)

-50 0 50 .|OO 150 200

X{mn)
-50 0 50 ,ro0 150 200

(b) x(mm)

-so o s0 roo !50 209

(a)
-50 0 50

X(mm)

{oo {50 200
92P,9:iP.;,'P

Y

o

o
U'
I

eI
I

Fig.2f. The calculeted lead field introduced bythe current
flow lines in the rlab of Fig. 2.S. (a) a-90o, (b) a:Oitlo, (")
c:80o, (c) c-oe.

92P,9 'P9,.'P: O29o-150-lo09*-fLf'rr?

92*:.'t9:,'P,9

(c) (d)
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o

o

(a) ( b)

tr'1g.2,9. Inhomogeneous torro model hrving an angular

rymmetry. (a) Seglttal or transvenal view, (b) frontal view.

Eqs. (31)...(34),'where c-0, give exactly the normalized lead

ffeld in thir model.

the.geometrical factor of one magnode is fiist considered. The equation can

be presented in the form

(36)

Near to the axis (r.'
roots conyerges very quickly and can be replaced by the ffrst two terms.

The ocpression is finally reduced to

Jr(d*,r+)lr*( (d..,.. : # (37)

If the negative magnode is located on the Barne axis, near to the positive
magnode, the geometrical factor of the dipolar detector is obtaihable fron
the previous expreesion by caleulating the a)dal gradient of Jo. This gradient
has the form rd-3 indicating that the magnitude of the lead field is strongly
dependent on the axial distance. The seeond axial gradient of the lead field
of a magnode gives the lead fietd for a differential magnetometer, or a fi.rst

order graöometer. By using the approximation of Eq. (36), this lead field is

found to decrease maximally with the fourth degree of the axial distance.
AII other lead geometries (a*+90) can be called non-axial leads, be

cause the dipole a:ris does not coincide with the symmetry axis of the lead

fields of the individual magnodes. Their lead fields (see Figr. 2.8 (b) ... (d)

are still Blmmshical with respect to the X-axis. When Q'- 00o, the lead
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field is quite similar to that of Fig. 2.S (a) (o : 90o), but the syumetry in
reepect to the Y-axis is vanished. When o : 30o or a : 0o, two rero points
and three narcima are obtained for Js, all locating on the X-axis.

Eqs. (32)...(35) are exactly applicable to the planar surface of a semi-
inffnifs, homogeneous volume conductor. For this reason, if the detector is

situated near a very flat portion of the surface of the torso, the gurface lead

fields will resemble those calculeted here.

There are two reasorrs why these cdculations do not give very realigtic
results for MCG lead fields. F'irstly, the lead fields inside the torso can be

calculated by this methöd only if tbere is angular symmetry for the lead
and the volune conductor, which is the situation.in Fig. 2.9. Secondly, the
MCG instrumentetion is based either on SQUID (superconducting quantum

interference detector) or induction coil l,sghnique [Rom 82J. These detectors

are constructed of current loops which produce lead fields close to the
detector slightly different from those from the two naguodes. fnsteed of
prercnting more accurete nathematical methods, Chapter 4 is referred to,
where the experimental methods are introduced.

2.3.3 Zero Bensitivity line

In the calculated lead fields of Fig. 2.8 there are one or more points
where the sensitiyity to all elementary dipole sources is tero. Such a point
is called tLe "rero sensitivity point" by Malnivuo [Mal 70] in his two
ömenrionsl models. Because the lead field is continuous, the points of zero

oensitivity in a threedimensional conductor 'murt be connected by con-

tinuous lines, which can anelogously be called the.zero rcwitioity litut. Same
' lines are detected by Baule [B.o 74J as the "circulation centers' and by
Cufrn [Cuf 81] as "null lineg". Such lines are defined as follows:

The zcro rcr,tlitivity line ie the locuc of thoee pointe in o oolvme

condtctor, rohere the aeruitivity h zero to tll electric dipolee .

It is gituated inside the loopshaped Iead field current densrty lines and

orientated in each pointaearly nornal to the planes of current denstty lines.

All magnetic detectors have at leest ore tero sensitivity line tn an arbitrary
volune conductor. An exception of this rule ig the theoretical case when
there is e hole in the conductor haring a particular geometry.

It is possible to specify the overall characteristics of the lead field by
illustrating only the zero sensitivity lines. The effects of changing various
parameters of the conductors are reflected in the behaviour of this line.
For exanple, if the outer boundaries are modified to ögtort an angular
eymnetry, the rero Benaitivity line is found to suffer a shift towsrds the
center of the conductor [Bau 74].
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2.4 Summary of Chaptclr 2

lbe deternination of the source8 of the heart, i.e. rolvilg the iuverse
problem is not possible in general cese. However, it ir otten poasible to solve

the restricted inverse problem by uing the following procedure.
The hecrt is replaced by an equivalent caröac generator and the torso

by an eguivalent thorax. The nagnetocardiographic detector can elso be

nodelled by one or more nagnetic dipoles which have tome of the geometries

considered in Section 2.L.2. Various leads are then produeed by special

locations snd orientgtions of the detector. The sensitivity distributions of the
leads'sre measured or calculsted in the source region. Such leads a,re degired
which ere sensitive only to the equivalett caröec generator. Deteeting the
MCG by using these leads will finally grve the behaviour of the equivalent
cardiac generator.

The heert ia a yDlume source, composed of 'myocardial cells, which are

discrete elementary Eources. This myocardial volnme can be repreeented by
a coniinuous Bource field, the inpressed current Jd. This volune distribution
of current can produce a single electric or magnetic dipole or various exten-
gions of the dipole model. The accuraey of the equivalent cardiac generator
inereases with the nnnber of independent variables included in the model.

The siugle, fi:red dipole is the equivalent caröac generator of the clinical
ECG. The electric dipolerity of the heart ariseg from a cupehaped activation
front, which is uearly equivalent to e öpolar double-layer Fig.z.a). This par-
ticular model is nov used as Bn exanple to show that the magnetocaröogran
cen contein information not included in the clinieel electrocardiogram.

In Section 2.1.1 it was mentioned that the activation spreads faster along
the fibers in the myocardium rather than perpendicular to them. Becarue
those fibers have a spiral geometry, the aetivation originating inside the
myocaröum Epreads not only to radial direction, but also tangentially. The
tangential currents constitute a flow Bource, which produces magnetic field,
according to F,q. (5). By using the leed field theory, it can be concluded
that the tangential components of a B1nlunetrical activation front, which
may arise from the spiral geonetry of the myocaröal fibers are not possible
to obtain by vector electrocaröography, but only by vector magnetocar-
diography. The eensitivity distributions of vector naguetocardiography are
considered in Chapter 3.
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3 \.EC TOR IVIAGNETOCARDIOGRAPHIC LEADS

3.1 Ideal vector m^agnetocaröographic lead system

A magnetoeardiographic lead field can be eousidered as a magoetie field
which glves a rpatial eensitivity to the elementary magoetic dipoles. This is
an analogpus field to the electrocardiographic leed field J1", which gives a

spatial sensitivity to elementary ileetric dipoles. Thus a gene?ol oector leod

\l lz\--jl

z

I

I

I

t'
\

fig.E.I'. Ided.lead fleld of the geueral vector lead ryrten.
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s4stcmcan be determined,, which is posaible to express by either magnetic
or electric lead fields:

A dipolar volume source is neesured by'a vector lead system, which
consists of three component,leads having orthogoncl lead fields and

e$ral aencitiuity.

Eech componentlead has s homogenaoullead field. This means that
the sensitivity to dipolarelementary tources is independent of the
loeation of the tources. Arrther, the ideal conponent lead is linear,
which Ineans thdt the orientation of the'sensitivity is constant.

The rhape of the lead field of an idqal vector lead rystem is shown in Fig. 3.1.

According to the lesd field equationr (27) and (28), these conditions must be

fulfiUed only in the myocardium.

Each comlpnent of an ideal uector mognctocordiogropådc (VMCG) lead

feld has a constant sensitivity to'the desired components of the nagnetic
dipoles in the myocardiurn. Howweq, becaure the elementary sources are

ruually e:qrresred by the eleetric dipole moment densrty Jd, one should give

the lead fields by the sensitivity distributions JrJ to the electric dipoles.

Such a rensitivity field, which has a eonstant sensitivity to one comPonent of
elementary magnetic dipoles, is illustrated by current density lines in Fig.3.2

[Bro 70], [Mal 70]. This lead field indicates tero sensitivity to all electric

(b)(a)

Fig,8.2. One conponent of the ided \IMCG lead ffeld in-
troduced by current flow lines. (a) The lead fleld on the surface

of a ephere, (b) Croamection of the lead freld.
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Fig.33. Angula,r distributionr of the lead ffeld components
in the central frontal plane for the X-leed of the ideal VMCG

, lead rlntem.

öpoles on one line through tbe center and tangentiel rensitivity.elsemhere,
linearly proportional to the distance from the sis. It is notevort\y that
when expre*ing the rensitivities of ideal YMCG leads to electric dipoles,
the origin must ffrst be fi:red. Beule and McFee [Bau 70] stated that the
origin of the ideal VMCG lead system ia in the center of the heart. The
object of a VMCG lead system is to detect the mtgnetic heort oector (MIIV).
Another way to illustrate the lead fields is shorf,x in Fig. 3.3. This gives the
X-component (orientated to the anterior direetion) of the ideal VMCG lead
field Js- in a' Y?-or frontel plane. Tho components of the sensitivity are
gtven in a cylindrical coordinete system, the a:cie coincirling with the X-axis,
on a circular line on the frontal plane, correrponditrg to an average location
of the myocardium,. These cuwes give the onguler eeuitittity ör/;ribud;iotu
to the electric dipoles. According to the deffnition of the ideaMUCG lead
field, the sensitivity has only a taagential component on these lines and the
magnitude is proportional to the distance of each line from the center of the
heart. Thus in Fig. 3.3, the tangential component has a uniforn sensitivity
of 100 96 while the axial and radial components have a uaiform sensitivity
of 0 96.

a-a-a-O- a-O-.O-tFa-a-O.-O-a - ar>
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Fi9.8.4. Angular distributions of the lead fteld components
in the centrd frontal plane for the X-Iead of the ideal \/ECG
lead aystem.

\lVhen rotating the coorönate system 90 o, similar sensitivity distribu-
tionr are possible to obtain for the Y-end Z-components of the ideal \A{CG
Iead field on the ZX- aud XY-planes, respectively. (The Y-and Z.a:ris are
orientated to the left and superior directions, respectively). For reference,
the three ideal VECG lead fields are represented in the frontal plane by the
angular distributions. Fig. 3.4 indicates that the ideal X-component lead is
sensitive only to alrial electric dipoles. The ideal Y-and Z-component leads
have sinusoidal angular distributions for tangential and rad.ial dipoles, as

illustrated by FiSs. 3.6 and 3.6, respectively. The lead fields of FigF. 3.3
.. . 3.6 indicate that the ideal \IIUCG and \IECG lesd fields can not be
reconstructed from each other. This means that all the information included
in a VMCG recording catr not be obtained from the measured VECG data.
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3.2 Basic lead geometries

'Wlen conparing the calculated lead fields of a single coil with angslar
rymmetry (FiS. 2.9 (a)) to one comlxlnent of the ideal VMCG lead freld, it
turns out that they are quite similar. Fhrther, a nearly anguler symmetry
was found to exist in the postero-anterior direetion of the torro. The urial
geometry for the detection of the X-conponent of the magnetic hesrt'vector
is therefore quite obvious. Baule and McFee [Bau 70] suggesbed that the Y-
component of the MHV might be measured by using the same coil geometry

Fig.8i?. Bacic lead ryrtems. (a) XYZ-lead syrtem, (b) ABC-
Iead ry*em, (c) unipoaitional lead syrtem.
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as for the X-lead by turning the patient 90o around on the foot-tehead or

Z.axis. They did not use this kind of geometry for the Z-lead because the
detector would be placed either very far from the heart or in a direction
differing considerably from the Z-axis. This kind of lead,syst€rtr, where the
coils are situated ou the coordinate axes, is termed the XYZ-leod eystem

(Fig. s.7 (a)) [Mal 70].

Malmivuo [Mal 70] proposed the ABC-letd ryetem, which'also consists

of three detectors on three coordinate axeg. The axes were chosen to coincide
with the edges of a cube whose diagonal coincides with the X-axis of the
origiaal coordinate system (Fig. 3.7 (b)). The purpose of this lead system

was to obtain a more symmetric geometry and to get a higher S/N-ratio
with a reduced measurement distance.

The undp oaitionol leod ryetemwail also developed by Malmivuo [Mal 76J.

This consists of three loops at the Bame position,,orientated perpenöcularly
to each othei (Fig.3.7 (c)). ft is baged on the maguetic field of a maguetic

Fig.Et. I\f,agnetic flux deusities of three identicd magpetic

dipoles locating in the cene point and orientated g0o to each

other.



dipole Bource (Eq. (tl)). The magnetic flux density
(sind:0) is

B : Ztt: 'Pr* 
' u,-4tr"

Perpendicular to the axis cos d : 0 and

B:ffi.u,
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along the dipole axis

(38)

(3e)

so that the magnetic field is directed opposite to the direction of the öpole
moment. According to these equations, the magnetie flux densitiee produced
over the chest by the three compoDents of the magnetic heert vector have
the eonfiguration of Fig. 2.8. The result of this analysis is that to measure a

magnetic dipole Bource ruing this leed system., the two components perpen-
dicular to the direction of the detector must be multiplied by -2.

The unipositional lead cystem hes important technical advantages.
Firstly, when constructing the detectot by SQUID technology, all the three
components can be measrued by one dewar, either reparately [Wik 75] or
simultaneoruly pek 82], [Var 82]. Seeondly, the measurements of all com-
ponents can be performed very close to the heart, which produces a high
signal-tenoise (S/N) ratio.

The XYZ,-, ABC- and unipositional lead systeme are called in this
classification the borrc VMCG leod ryeten E. This is because they all have
ideal lead fields in a distant, isolated, homogeneous sphere. They can also
be constructed by using only three coils, one for each component.

3.3 Corrected leads

To gain a sufrcient S/N-ratio, the MCG is usually recorded neer the
heart. For a typical östance of 140 mm from the center of the heert, one
dipolar coil is almost 0 times more sensitive to the sourees in the enterior
heart (40 mm to positive X-axis) than for the posterior Eources (40 mm to
negative X-axis). This effect is called the proximity efrect.It is typically com-
peneated for by ueing two coils situated at opposite directions, equiöstant
from the heart. This principle, called here the eymmetricol compenaotionis
espeeially applicable for the axial X-lead, which is used both in the YYZ-
and nnipositional lead systems. All three leads of the )f,.YT- and ABC- lead
systems can also be symmetrically compensated to improve the quality of
the lead fields [Mal 70J. Ilowever, the use of the syu.netrical compensation
requires that all detectors must be located quite far from the heart.
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Baule and MeFee [B"o 70] have introduced e vector magnetocar-
diographic instrumentation for simultaneous detection of the magnetic
heart vector components by using the ferrite-coil l,sshnique [B"o 65a]. This
geometry, illustrated iu Fig. 3.9, is called here the double-croat leod eyatem.

This system uses two coils on the X-a:ris which realice the geometrical com-
pensation for the X-component, For both Y- and hcomponents, four coils
\pere introduced. They were arranged so that the reciprocal magnetie flrx
would.flow from the two opposite coils, located in the negative direction
to the,two opposite coils in the poeitive directioa. This geometry for the
Y-and Z-leads is a modification of those leads, which'were used for the first
recordingr of MCG signal [B"o 03], [Saf 07J. The double-cross geometry can
be eonsidered as a corrected lead system, because it includes the symnetri-
cal compensation for the proximity effect. However, no lead fields nor MCG
recordings have been published by using this lead system. This comes ob
viously from a complex lead geometry consisting of 10 individual detectors.

un/ l\ u^
j:'-i t i \i1:

d]i-\J. ,-1'r|'

i.,)" L-*f_-r +
l,l)r,' - ii-'>+f

Fig.8.9. Double-crossleedrystem.
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In this study, various correeted lead systems have been ereated and

tested. Three procedures have been used in designing new lead geometries:

Modification of the basic or corrected leads by changing the location
and the orientation of the detectors.

Design of new lead geometries. Simple torso f3nks were used to find
appropriate geometries. Many of these leads consist of trro coils and

realize Ln otwmetical competu otion.

Combination of leads by using t cotrtptd;otiono/ competud;ran This
means that the measured lead fields are afterwards superimposed
by weighting the leads so tha! the ideality is draxim*. Both mag-

netocardiographic and electrocardiographic lead frelds can be used

for this purpose. These leads are called combincd leoldl,. They are

considered more closely in Chapter 7.

The various wByB of correcting the lead fields of a MCG lead are sunmarized
in Fig. 3.10.

MIATFil (F ELECTRT A'O T'E|ETE tEA6

Fig.8.1O. Seyeral types of creating conbined \IIUCG leads.
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4 EKPERIMEI\Tä,L TORSO MODELS

4.1 General paranreters of torso €fp€riments

In this rection, various parameters essociåted with physical torso models
a,re öscu.Bsed. First those parameters.are lieted which do not effeet the shape
of the neasured lead fields. ln other.words, changing any of theee paremeters
produces either z linear rcaling or no effect to the meesured values of the
lead field current density. The first three of the following paraneters can be
obtained from the coefficient o(dl,ldt) of Eq. (29) in Section 2.3.

It is clear that the lead field values are proportional to the omplitude
of the energisation in the experinents. Increasing the energisation
amplitude produces a higher S/N ratio in respect to the enviromen-
tal noise.

The lead field values are also linearly scgled by the cawluetivity
velues. This is clearly seen from Eq!. (27) and (28) in Section 2.3 for
the electric and megnetic lead voltages Vi" and %-, reepectively.
The real conductivities are often increased to gain a better S/N
ratio for the lesd field measurements. The resietivity retios between
the various regions in inhomogeneons models muat, however, stay
unchanged.

The lregrcncy can be chosen in the rarrge where the reactive be-
hsyiour of the naterials is negligible. It ie beneficial to use a fre
queney which is far fron the line frequency and it's harmonies.
When mapprng naguetocardiographic lead fields or measruing the
fields of electric sources in the torso by an induction coil, it is
benefieial to choose a high frequeney, because the induced signal
is proportional to the frequency.

The nae of tlu toroo ean be chosen. The effects of this kind of
scaling can be evalusted from the forvard problem equations of
Section 2.L.2, which eonsider the fields of an electric dipole under

2)

3)

1)
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idealized conditions. If the dinensions of a dipole source are scaled
with the same factor as the torao, both the electric potentizl Vr
and the magnetic flux density Bp are linearly scaled by one of the
following ways :

a) If the voltage Va of the öpole in the scaled qodel is the
sarDe as in the original version, the neasured vslues of Yp and
Br at corresponding locations also have similar values. This is
because the area ,9 of the equivalent double-layer dipole (see Eq.
(8)) is scaled by the same factor as the Bquare of the distance r
of the field point from the dipole, both appeariug in Eqs. (12)
and (15) for Vp and Bp, respectively.

b) If the current Ii of the dipole remails the sane, Vp andBp
are changed inversely proportional to the scaling of the model
dimensions. This is obtained from Eqs. (7), (12) and (15).

c) Substituting (9). for (12) and (15) ehows that maintaining the
current densrty J! anplifies I/p and Bp proportionally to the
scaling of the dimengions.

Seales in the range from 1:3 to 2:l hsve been used for the torso
model by other investigators [Bur 47J, [Rus 71a]. In a larger torso,
the anatomical details can be modelled more carefully.

'When using linear scaling, the aealing values of items 2), 3) and 4) should
notproduce B combinetion that would exeeed the limit of quasi-etationarity.

The parameters which affect the råcpe of the leed fields rere already
öseussed in Chapter 2. The accurary of theee perameters in physieal torso
models is discussed next.

The råcpe ol the tono can be modelled very carefully when us-
ing a physical torso model. The geometry of the model is usually
aimplified by ignoring the head, feet and arms, because their effect
on the volune currents in the thorax is negligible. In Bome experi-
nents, the torso.has been,simplified by thin layers'which represent
particular viewe of the thorax [Nel 57J, [Mal 76J. The räope ol
the irtomogeneitrer cen be realized accurately, provided that the
materials are easy to cast or machiue.

Tbe realizotion of the relnr/;ivity ooriotionr in the eleetrolyte tanks is
usually based on immersing a porous, rron-conducing material into
the electrolyte. According'to the mathematical analysis of Fricke

[Fli 25] the resulting conduetivity of such a material depends on the
shape of the particles suspended in the electrolyte, on the relative

1)

2)
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volurne occupied by the suspended particles and on the elementary
conductivities of the particles and the electrolfie. In this study,
another alternative to the porous materials is also used, consisting
of a closed material with a fixed cond.uctivity. When using the
resistivity in the range of 100 Ocm for the electrolyte, carbon was

found to be an appropriate material for modelling highly conducting' tissues [Dum 70].

3) Wlen using appropriete naterials, the accuracy is ffnally limited
only by the accuracy of the tisaue rc$etivity tlodo. Firstly, this
data is given for quite large subvolumes. Secondly, there is a large
dispersion among these values. Schwan and Kay [Sch 66] report the
ratio of 1:1.25 for the resistiyities of muscle aud lungn while Rruh
et al. [R* 63] give a value of 1:5, rerpectively, for this ratio. The
öfferences obviously arise from different measurement techniqueB.
The four-electrodg tgshnique, which'was used by the latter group,
is preferred today. This avoids the problem of electrode polarisation
and makes it possible to measure the anisotropy of the tissues [Rus
621, [Sch 08].

4.2 Torso models and methods

The lead field measulements were perforned by using altogether five
different kinds of torso models. They were realized by perspex eontainers
filled Tith soöum chloride solution. These models are illustratcd in Fig. 4.1

and discussed in more detail further in this section. AII experiments were

carried out by a similar.measnrement principle, which is introduced first.

Meuwement principle

According to the reiprocity theorem, the leed fields can be sampled
by measuring potentials in the heart volume when energizing the detector.
Ilowever, in theee experiments the current was fed into the öpoles in the
heart and the rignal was detected by a standard MCG instrumentation [Mal
761. This inoeree teod field methodwas chosen because it gave a higher S/N
ratio than the reciprocal rnethod.

Three dipole constructions andtotsl of five csble assemblies were tested.
As a result, a copper sphere pair was preferred, which was fabricated from
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two short semples of thin eopper wire, each soldered to spherical forms at the
ends. The unfused ends were soldered to the two wires of a thin coaxial cable
located in the center of the dipole. To avoid magnetic fields from the wires,
the copper wires were geometrically coincided to the dipole axis [Coh 70J.

This final öpole version (FiS. 4.2),consisted of two spheres'with a diameter
of 1.2 rlrrr, 10 mm apart from each other. A sinusoidal eurrent of 10 mA
and the frequency of 80 Hz, together with an efrcient bandpass fflter, were
found to produce a high S/N ratio for the neasuremeuts. The eignal was
detected with an induction coil, having norm.ally 1500 turns and a öameter
of lfi) run. The signal was amplifred by a MCG inrft,1'mgnt containing an
impedance trsnrformer and various filters [L€k 8U. To prevent the coupling
of the electric field, the detector was covered with a thin aluminium foil,
connected to the ground of the amplifier. The environmental noise was
efrciently redueed by placing the torso in a magnetically ehielded room [M"l
8u.

H2

Fig.åI. Geometry of the experimental toruo models.
Models HI, H2 and H3 are homogeneous. Models TII1 and IH2
are inhomogBneouE and constructed from H3.
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r.2

Fig.4.2 Conctruction of the current dipole source, which
was used in the torco models.

The measurement proeedure for each model is öscussed in more detail
in following text.

Reetengulsr model

The simplest of the ,models used was the rectongulcr one, which is a
homogeneoas ta.nk with plauar, rectangular sidee, form.ing a cross section of
230 mn X 110 mm. This model is charecterircd by the symbol Hl in Fig.
4.1. The rero senEitivity lines were mapped in tbis tank for various shapes
of the volume conductor by ueing one dipole source, directed alternately
along each measurement coordinate. The shape of the volume conductor
was adjruted simply by the amount of the sodium chloride solution in the
tnnk.

Strzight-Iined model

Änother tank model was constructed in a more reslistic shepe for the
torso, still without any curvature. It was t,rdiraigä.lined model comlrcred
of the bottom and five rectangular side elements, thus nodelling a human
body lnng on its side. The naxinal ömensions of this model vlere 220 nm,
200 mm and 030 mm in antero-posterior, left-to-right and supero-inferior
directious, respectively. It is characterized by H2 in Fig. 4.1. This nodel was
used for preliminarT studies of the lead fields of various lead geometries. The
lead field components were ssnnnsd at 20 mm steps inside a cubical volune
with 1(X) mm edges.
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Anetomicel model

The third model 'was a perspex container cast into the shape of a m.ale

thorax. It is called the onatomicol'model and is characterized by HB in Fig.
4.1. The model was eet upside dorrn on a special stand. During the firgt stage
the tank was used ag a homogeneonl nodel by filling it with electrolyte. This
was used as a reference.to study the effects of the inhomogeneities. Five
dipoles were ettached to a plastic ring that was fixed to an axis. When this
axis was rotated in the tank arouad the Z-axis, the tangential components
of the lead vectors 'were obtainable in the three coordinate planet at points
locating 50 mm from the center of the heart for 45 " steps (Fig.a.3). The
measurements could not be made at the inferior point beceuBe of the handle
of the rotating mechanisn.

190ö

Fig.r..& Geometry of the öpole placing mechanicm for
models HB and rt[l, consisting of an axis and five tangential
dipoles. When rotating the axis, the measurements are poosible

in the three coordinate planes at 45o steps. The solid and open

circles colrespoDd to dipole locations at the rotation angles 0o

and ltOo of the axis, reopectively.

{-

Pr€
l/ ,/ -'
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Inhsssgsneow model with z homogeneous heart

A detailed sampling of the lead fields was performed on hhomogeneous
torso models. Two inhomogeneous versions were built, both using the
auatomical model H3.

The r'näo mogeneou model uith o homogeneoua heert (characterized by
III1 in Fig. a.1) was divided into volume elements having four diferent resis-

tivity values. The heart, the great veins, the nuscles and the abdomeD'were
considered to have the highest conduetivity value. The liver was made of
a ccrrmercial porous plastic"which was fabricated by compressing e Buspen-

sion of foam plastie grains and glue. The relatiW resistivity value of this
material in the electrolyte is,about 2.2. The lungn were made of similar
materiel with a higher preseing value, so that a relative reristivity of about
4 was produced. The sternum and the spine'were carved of plastic, which
has practically a rero conductivity. Äll these materiale were easy to machine
to the rhepes, which were obtained from a tonographic atlas [Gs- 77]. The
heart was modelled by a sphere with a radius of 56 m'n.

The same measurement 6gghnique was used as for the homogeneoug
anatomical nodel H3. Thus, the iangential aensitivity components were

detected in three coordinate planes in the myocardium at 45" steps.

Inhomogeneo:ua model including the intr*evitzry blood

The rnåo mogeneozr model including the'iltrocooitory blood( trIz in Fig.
4.1) was constructed from the previous model by inrertrng a spherical model
of the intracerdiac blood volume into the heert region, concentrically with
the spherical heart model. The total volnme of the iutrecardiac blood mass

does not rary much during the caröac eycle, being nearly 300 ml [Nie 7a].

Thus a radius of 41 mm was choeen for the sphere. The muscle resirtivity was

modelled by the electrolyte in order to be able to move the dipoles in the
myocaröal volume. The lower resistivity of the btood msss was therefore
reelized by a homogeneous mixture of casting plastic and carbon grains,

having a resistivity of 125 Ocm. The reletive reeistivity of this meterial was

e{iusted by the concentretion of the sodium chloride.
A compendium of tissue reeirtivity valuee of Geddes and Baker [Ged 07]

grves a reaistivity of blood of about 170 Ocm By applying the principle of
McFee and Rruh [M.F 03b1, whichres given by Eqs. (20) and (21) in'Section
2.2, zn isotropic model is obtained for the nyocardium. By eubdituting
01 : Il(2520cm) and oj:1/(5030cm) [Rru 63] for Eqs. (20) and (21) one
gets a model for the myocardial layer whieh is d; : 1.27 tines thicker than
in reality end has a'resistivity of oo: 440 Ocn. In the-nodel, the thickness
eoefrcient d; wa8 approximated to be unity. tr\rrther, the approximste values

800 Ocm, l0(X) Ocm and 10fi)0 Ocm are obtainable for liver, lung and bone

tissue, respectively [Ged 07J.

According to preceding data, the relative reeigtivityvalues of 1, 2.5, 5, l0
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and o 'were chosen for the blood, muscle, liver, lungs and bones of the model,

respectively. The thoracic cage layer, including the ribe and the intervening
muscle tissue, was modelled by the lung resistivity. This resistivity value

wgs approximated for the layer assuning th-at the magnetocaröographic
lead field crurent flows tangentially near to the outer boundary of the torso.

Becarue the electrocardiographic lead fields are orientated normal to the
surface in the vicinity of the ECG electrode, the MCG torgo models should
possibly hgve surface leyers differing from thoee used in ECG torso models.

The current wes fed by ruing three elementery dipolee, wtrich were

ftred to a.ring and orientated to tbe radial and two tangential d,irections,
pelpendiculgr to each other. Fig. 4.4 (a) illrutrstes this geometry. By
roteting the two coaxiel axes A and B, the dipoles could be placed enynhere
oD, e rphere with a'radiru of 48 mm. The ectusl measurements were made
st 45o st€ps along tno angles orr the sphere. The resulting locations are

showa in Fig. 4.4 (b). Again, the inferior position was ignored becatree of
the rotating mechanism. Becsure of the geometry of the mechanism, most

of the sensitivity components can be detected by two inverted orientations
for the öpoles. The final lead field measurements for each lead were figured
by the recording of three parameters for each dipole in each point.

fig.4.4. Locations of the öpoles in model Frz. (a) The
three dipoles were placed anyrvhere iu tåe myocardid model by

using the two coaxial rotatingmechanisms A and B, (b) the 31

dipole locations uged in the measurements. In both ffgures, p

and p' give the locations for the three dipolea in one particular

measurement situation.
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Fig.4.6. Measurement rystem for measurements in model
IH2. 1. Cunent routce, 2. Switch for choosing the dipole,
3. Torso model, 4. Detector, 6. MCG instrumentation, 6.

Bandpass fllter, 7. Phase detector, 8. Loggng printer unit.

These parameters are the feeding current, the sigual amplitude and the
phase shift of the total s;rstem. A scheme for the measuring system. is given
in Fig. 4.5.

The final model was used to test the ideality end sensitivity of the most
promiring lesds. Before perform.ing the totel set of neasurenents for each
lead, the detector location was fust roughly optimized. This was carried out
by neasuring the tangential rensitivity distribution in the coorönate plane
in which the ideal lead field current should flow. Locations were sought where
the tangential distribution was as flet as poesible in a small range (+ 20mm)
of detectör locetions.

4.3 Processiag of the measured d^ata

The lead field data was processed to give quantitative and. gualitative
results. For the measurements with the final nodel, it was also poasible to
reduee the errors and to evaluate the accuracy of the measurements. Due
to the differences in model geometries and in the measurement techniques,
the rew data is processed and expressed in sligltly different wByE for each

model.



Fig.åO. Measu?ement geometry for"mod.ellll,uymmetrical
with rerpect to the XY-plane.

DATA FROM SIMPL,trIED MODELS

The experiments with the rectangular nodels llL consisted only of
the mappilg of the rero EenEitiyiff lines. The measuremeirt geonetry was

such that both the detqctor and the volume couductor were symmetrical
with respect to one coordinate plane Q(Y-plane in Fig.4.6). Becarue of this
oymmetry, the rero sensitiyity line lies in the )CY-plane for all measurenents.
Thru the results contain only the shape of the tero senritivity line in the
XY-plane. In the straight lined model H2, the components of the lead vector
rf,ere measured * 2O mm steps. The lead field is eonsisted of curreut flowing
rotationally along certain surfaces orientated nornally to the bottom of
the model. The shapes of theee surfsces can be approximated from the
orientations of the elementary lead vectors. For clesrness, the projections of
theee surfaces, the lead vectors and the zero Bensitiyity lines sre illustrated
in the central XY-plane of the heart only.

The anatonicel nodel H3 and the sirnpler inhomogeneous nodel IHl
wre used to measure the tangential components of the lead frelds in the
myocardium. When processing this data it is not necessBry to approximate
the lead fields inside oi'outside the myocardiel volune. This is because the
lead fieldg ere functional only in the volume eontaining the sources. The
myocardial lead fields are represented in these models by curves which il-
lustrate the tangential component versus the angle of örection. This graphi-
cal representation is more closely considered in the following gection.
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DATA FROM THE INHOMOGENEOUS MODEL INCLUDING THE
INTRACAWTARY BLOOD

The processing of the data measured with trtrs ftnalversion is introduced
by 8 steps in Fig. 4.7. These steps are next considered in a chronological
order.

Step 1: Meurnements

In final experiments, three signals vere detected for eech measurement
of a lead vector component. These signals give the current in the dipole,
the recorded amplitude and the phaee difference between the source and
detector. The phase difference gives the sign for the resulting oensitivity
component. Further, it was useful in reducing the fraction of the capacitive
signal of the amplitude. This correcting procedure consists of steps 2 and 3.

hrnmcrb
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Fig..l.7. Computer proceuing steps of
ffeld data.

the mearured lead
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Step .2: ReeI phue

At first, the absolute phase values for positive and negative signals Sp
and -Sn were approxinated for each dipole. They'were obtained as the
asyuptotic phase values, when the measured data were sorted by increasing
a,mplitude. The two phase values obtained by this procedure were found to
differ from'178" to 180o from each other. These two values thru correspond
to the phase shifbs fsc: and öse+ 180" between the generator voltage G and
the real parts Sn and -Sn of the neasured positive and negative signals,
respectively (see Fig. a.S). By subtracting /s6 from measured phaae values,

all resulting phases 'were found to fall in the range from 0o to 180".

Step 3: Estimation of Sa

The desired component is the signal 5p erisiug fron the resistive eurrent
in the model. It coincides with the real axis, as is illustrated in Fig. 4.8.

Practicd errors in the locetion end orientation of the Eource dipole give

rise to a resistive error component Ep. Further, the capacitive coupling,
which is proportional to the Bource voltage, is repreaented by an inaginary
error eomponent E6.It was propably associated with the small polarization
of the dipoles. The environmental aoise and other., possible error Bources

are represented by a complex vector N. All these error comporients were

technically reduced, but were noticeable at low signal levels, eapecially the

Fig..L8. Reprecentation of the sigual conponcnts in the

complex plane. The leugth ,9 results from the analysis as an es-

timate for the actual real signal Sn. Thir example conespouds

to a small signal level of about O.2 1tT l'Am. For clarity, the er-

ror vectots N and E6 are enlarged from their normal range.
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capacitive component Ec.
In most myocardial locations, two inverted orientations were possible

for the tangential dipoles. Becauee the direction of current flow in the dipole
is then inverted, the magnetic field and the induced voltage signal .9R are
aleo inverted. It is obvious that when the öpole is turned 180" all error
Bources remain the eame. However, the mechanism may produce a change to
the geometrical location of thc dipole,"which is seen in the error com.ponent

En. t\rther, the noise component N can alter beceuse the two signals are

not recorded simultaneougly. The most interfering component Es, which is
the capacitive signal, renains the same. Because the phases Ö*s and CFs
a,re knorrn, the real parts fi eud 1! of the meas.ured amplitudes ?+ and
F can be calculated ( plus and minus aigns eorrespond to the'two inverted
orientations of the dipole). The original resistive signal amplitude Sn is
estimated by the average S of ffr and 1i Fig. a.S):

(10)

The relative dipole momettr of the three dipoles rere determined by
energizing eech of them with 10 nA current and measuring the potentials in
a homogeneous tauk before placing the öpoles into the heart of the model.
trlom thege potentials, a scaling coefrcient Fo was caleulated for each dipole
to scale all results to the Bame dipole momeut 10 mA'cm.

The measured voltages were elso converted to the mognetic flw dewity
inside the coil by the amplification.Fa. For the normal coil, the instru-m.en-

tation has a value F.a, : 2.82 nV/PT.
Further, the rource cwrent of the dipoles varied rlowly es a function of

time end was therefore measured simrf,taneouly with the signah f* and

dt. ltt results were scaled to l0 mA source cunent by the scaling eoefrcients
.F| and .F]. The scaled egtimate S' for the lead vector component is then

,en o, s - ry: å(- cos/fs -rcos/is)

.9': ftt t?+ cos öis - FAT cos t'fs)

E- *åE;: *å[rI-1sn)J

(41)

It was not poseible to turn all dipoles in all locations. For these csses, a

more approcimatite method was used, which was based on the results from
those points where the turning was porsibte. The reeultant E of all error
signals was approximated by the ayerage of the n error signals calculated
fron the meaaurement pairs, where two orientations were possible for a

dipole:

(42)

Thig veetor is sqbtrscted from each measured veetor T+ and the real part
of the regultant vector is uled aE the estimate S for 56:
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(43)

where E and öes *e the magnitude and phase angle of E, respectively.
Actually, the ecaling coefficients were included in the ff'al determination of
the lead vector component, corresponding to the determination of the scaled
value ,9' in Eq.(az).

The individual error components E; were found to be almoet purely
imaginary. This indicates that the capacitive coupling usually dominated
as an enor source. F\rther, the amplitude of E; was quite constant and
the resultant vectors calculated from E rnere almost purely real. Thus, the
capacitive component is obviously well compensated for by this procedure.

Steps 1. . .7: Grephiczl ,"Ono"otstion of the'regults

To illustratively express the results, the elementary lead vectors were
transformed from spherical to cylindrical coordinates. The axis of the
eylindrical coorönate system coincided in each case to the desired com-
ponent axis of the rectangular coorönate system. For example, if one of the
Y-leads was used. for measuring the lead vector components, they'were con-
verted to cylindrical coordiuates, the axis coinciding with the Y-axis. The
lead vector values in arbitrary points were evaluated by linear interpolation.
The three eylindrical lead vector conponents were presented by curves in
three planes as a function of the angle C about the axial direction. The
curves were obtained from individual lead vector component values by using
a lesst Bquare fit to first Fourier terms. Theee three planes for represeutation
ere the centrel plane, which includes the center of the heart, and the two
parallel planes locating 34 mm from it to poeitive rnd negative directions,
respectively. These planes are parallel to the curent flow planes of the ideal
lead field of a component lead in \ndCG.

To express the results in a more compact form, the average, magnitude
of each component was gtyen in pieehart representation. Because negative
values are not desired for the tangential component, the tangential sector
of the piechart rras expressed as the normal average of individual signed
values.

Strp 8' Nrrmericel factors

The lead fields are characterized by the ideolity and the rcwititity. The
ideality is composed of two independent components, which are called here
the åomogeneity and the orthogonality of the Iead fields. The homogeneity
of a lead is associated with the magnitude of the elenentary lead vectors.
The orthogonality is determined from the öreetion of the vectors. In an ideal
magnetocardiographic lead the homogeneity means that all lead vectors have
an anplitude proportional tp the distance from the symmetry axis. The
orthogonality'means that all lead vectors Bre directed tangentially in the
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planes normal to the axis.
The gensitiyif, homogeneity end orthogonolity are next nunerically

cpreseed by using the processed lesd field data. This data consists of the
three cylindrical components ,9'7' (taugential component), S',1 (axial com-
ponent) and ,9'6 (radial component) of lead vectors in 24 points, which are
located in three parallel planes.

The rcrritivity loctor .9f can be simply expre$ed as the mean of the
magnitudes of all data points:

(44)

,Sf 'gives the relative rensitivity level of each lead geometry in units T/Am,
thru releting the dipole moments of the clementary rources to the neasured
velue of magnetic flux density component in the detector coil.

The äomogeneity lrctor IIF ig determined by the exprersion

EF: T' ,

m,+o,

EFa:åi;*,

(15)

where rn' and o' aire the mesn snd standsrd deviation of the scaled nag-
nitudee of the leed veetors. The scaling is cerried out by dividing tbe mag-
nitudes by the distence of 48 mn for the eentral plane and by the dictance
of 34 mm for the two other planes. The scaling ariree from the fact thst
in a honogeneous lead field, the cenritivity increaees proportionally to the
distance from the axis.

For a mote detailed anelyris of lead fields, the tcrgcrd;iol homogcneity
E Fr end the ozial homogencity E Fa ere determined. They demonstrete
the homogeneity of leed fields in thege two directions. The expre$ions for
these two factorg are

EFr: åå oL

mk
mr* (18)

(17)

where mr and rt are the mean end standard deviation of the magnitudes
in plane å, while m3 g arrd a'y denote the respective ralues of the ecaled
anplitudes at angle 1. Becausl tu'i and o'y are scaled 'with the radius, this
acial homogeneity ia actually affected by the rad.ial homogeneity, which is

not separately determined.
The ortåogonolity loctor O"F is determined as follows:

1,9'r,;l
t21oF:te,E (48)
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Exprested by'words, the orthogonality is proportional to the meen of the
relative tangential portions of the resultant lead rectorg.

The ecale of SF does not have a theoretical maximum. SF increates
with increasing sensitivity. The scales of EF and lOfl extend from 0 to
1, ro that for an ideal com.ponent lead of VMCG both numbers would
have the value 1. Respeetively, for an ideal \IECG conponent lefr, HF
: 0.85 and OF : 0. OF ezn. also have negative values, so that inverting
the total lead field produces an inverted value for OF. When EF:A.6, the
gtaDdard deviation of the ecaled signal magnitudee is equal to their mean.
Respectively, OF:0.5, 'ivhen the lead vectors differ in average by angle 00o

from the tangential orientation.
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5 EICP"ERIMENTäL RES TLTS CONCERI\ING
THE EFFECTS OF TIIE TORSO

The experiments that 'were performed are :Bummarized in Teble 1.

Through the andysis, a right handed coordinste syrten is ured, where X-,
Y- and äaxes point to anterior, left and superior örections, reepectively

[Mal 76]. As first para,meters, the effects of the torso and the lead geonetry
ere considered in this chapter.

Trble I Performed experiments on the torro models. The
numbers of the rectionc for each topic a're given.

TESTED
PARAI'IETER

TORSO I4ODEL

H1 H2 H5 IH1 tH,z

Conductor
shape

5.1 5,2

Inhomogeneltles 5.3 5,3 5,3

Col I slze 6.5,4

Col I shape 6.1 .5

Lead
constructl0n 5.1 6



5.1 Effeets of torso geom€fr,ry

In Chapter 3, it was concluded that the lead design for the X-lead is
gurte simple. This is becatrse of the nearly augular symmetry about the por
tereanterior axis, which was illustrsted in Fig. 2.9. Under non-BJnrunetrical
conditions, the zero Bensitivity line is shifted towards the center of the con-
ductor and the shape of the lead field current flow lines tries to follow the
shape of tbe torso. These effects cen be erpeeted to appear rtrongect in the
Y- and Z-leÅs of the )CYZ-lead s;rstem, because of the asymmetry of the
torso in these directions. Preliminary studies considering this ehifting effect
have been mede by Baule [Beu 74]. So far, the parameten affeeting the
lead fields of the Y-and Z-Ieads of the unipositional lead syrtem have not
actually been considered. For this purpose the simplified homogeneous tank
experiments were performed in this study.

ln the unipositional lead system the a:ris of the Y-and Z-coils are
directed perpendicular to the normsl of the ehest surface. This kind of
geornetry was studied with the rectangular model. In Fig.'5.1, the shape of
the zero eensitivity line produced by a coil loceted lfi) mm from the surface
is sketched in two conductors. The shape of these modeli are given by the
ratios b:a/Z and b:2a, where b is the height and a is the depth of the
nodel. Comparing these two results shovs thet making the model higher in
the direction of the coil a:cis shifts the tero Eensitivity line further from the

Fr--n rf,--n

Fig,5.1. Zero-rensitivity lines measured in two"rectangular
models. (a) b:a/z, (b) b',=2a. The center of the detector is

located 100 mm from the surface of the model.

(b)(a)

a

d d
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Fig.6.2 The depth d/a of the uero Eenlitivity line ae a
function of the height b/a of the volume conductor. a,b end d

are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

detestor (distance d in Fig. 5.1 increases). However, it reems not to afieet the

locstion of the zero Bensitiyity line on the proximal surface of the conduetor
(distance c in Fig. 5.1 vcries verJr little). The third ömension of the model,

orientated perpendicular to the page, does not have any efect on the zero

sensitivity line due to symnetrY.

Resulting from these obserrBtions, the effect of the shepb of a rectan-
gular, honogeneons conductor can be represented by one curYe. This curre
gyes the relative depth dlz of the zero sensitivity line as a funetion of the
crosg-rectionsl rhape b/tof the conductor (Fig.5.2).By usiag a polyrnomial

leeat squares fit to the measured data points, quite a linear relationship was

obtained. The begt fft line gives the values from dla(0):0-23 to d/e(,'g')=1.
For b/a).3 ., the rero aensitivity line passes to the distal surface of the
volqme conductor at two positions so that nO physical d is observed. The
body geometry gives for the unipositiond Y-and Z-leads the approximative
values b:1.2a and b:2.5a. According to the results of Fig. 5.2, the depths

of the rero Benaitivity lines in a torso model having the dept[ ssltQ ap
are 120 mm and 190 mm for the Y-end Z-leads of unipositional lead system,

respectively. Ideally, this depth ehould be about 70 mm. The eonclusion is
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that neither of these leads produces in a homogeneous model a lead field
with the zero eensitivity line located within the heart region of the model.

The effect of the distance of the detector was also studied in the thicker
model of Fig. 5.1. For instance, at a recoröng distance of 300 m.n, the
values d:125 mm and c:2L0 rrun "were measured. The tero tensitivity line
clearly tries to penetrate a distant volume conductor parallel to the axis of
the detector coil. Because the megnetic ffeld is homogeDeous in e östent
volume conductor, the line shifts torsrds the centrsl axis of the conductor
when inereasing the östance. However, the shape of the linb seems to vary
arry little within the possible dietance values, which grve I sufrcient S/N
ratio.

To summarize theee preliminary model experimeuts, the homogeneous,

rectangular models give a poor ideality for unipoeitional Y- and äleads.
Because of the dimensions of the torso, Y-lead is eomewhat more ideal than
Z.lezd. The recording distance has only a small effect on the lead fields.

5.2 Correcting for the efrects of torso geometry

The XYZ-led, syetem has an inconvenient geometry for the älead
because the &örection ie not porsible to obtain for the detector, except
at a very long distance from the heart. On the other hand, the Llead is
ocpected to hgve the worst lead fields of the three component leads of the
unipositional cystem, according to Section 5.1.1. Both of these unidealitieg
a,rise from the shape of the torso. For this reason, new lead geometries were
developed for detecting the Z-component of the heart's magnetic vector.
The homogeneous straight-Iined model H2 was used in these experiments to
approximately nodel the shape of the torso.

Two identical coils were rotated around an axis intersecting the positive
X-a:ris end orientated parallel to the Y-axis. The coils were tilted symmetri-
cally at an angle F to the X-axis and the lead fields were measured for each
geometry. These lead fields are sketched by the zero sensitivity line, the
projeetions of Bome representative current density planes and the elemen-

tary lead vectors in the ZX-coordinate plane. For reference, the ideal lead
field is grven in this form in Fig. 5.3 (a). Agreeing with the previous results
from the rectangular model, the cero sensitivity line again locates outside
the heart region flor p:,Qo, as can be geen from Fig. 5.3 (b). However, the
lead field could be modified considerably by increasins 9.

The most promizing results were obtained around F: 30o (Fie. S.a(a)).
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'Flg.53 The meerur"a leaa fleHr in uodel E!1. The'projcc-
tionc of the current fiow plenee (derhcd line) and the rero rcn-
ritivity tine (rolid line) arb grv-en rith the lead vector mag-

nitudes (circler and crorses indicating the current flowing from
and into the page, rerpectively). The dien'eters of the croEtet
are proportional to the lead ffeld cutrent denritier. (a) A.n ideal

. lead ffeld, (b) The lead fteld of two identical.coilg orientated
parallel to each other.

For this rmge, there exist two rero l€nnitiyity lines in the wolume conduetor.
Although the other rero Bensitivity line now loeates in the heart's region, the
lead freld has two disadvantages. Fimtly, the average aensitivity level is quite
low. SecondlX, the shape of the lead freld was found to be very gensitive to
increnental yeriations of F,i.e. the poeture of coils. For gananpl€, for p-40o
(FiS. 5.4 (b)), the lead field is totally changed so that no tero aensitivity line
passes through the heart in the desired Z-direction.

The zero sensitivity line of F.ig. 6.3 (b) is located posteriorly in the
model. A posterior lead should produce the desired enterior location to the

0
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rero Bensitivity line. Also, the geonetry of Fig. 5.a (a) was modified by
separating the coils and then optimizing the locations and orientations of
each coil. The rero Bensitivity lines, the current flow surfaces and the lead
vectors of these two geometries; the poeterior unipoeitional Z-lesd and the
corrected dovble-coil Z-leod are sketched in Fig. 5.5.

When comparing all measured results of Figs. 5.3 through 5.5 to the
ideal lead field of Fig. 5.3 (a), the posterior unipositional Z-lead seems to
be'nost ideal. According to these results, it is bbvious that when ucing two
separate anterior coils instead of a single coil, more ideal leed fields can be
obtained. However, none'of theee corrected leads of Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 reaches
the,high sensitivity level of the anterior unipositional Z-lead.

The effects of asyrnmetrT of the conductor and detector location can
be studied by comparing these lead fields by the value p - 0' (Fig. 5.3)
to those in rectcngular.fnnks (FiS. 5.2). The distence d:l60mm measured
for this asymmetrical model is found to respond to a s;rnmetrical conductor
having the thickness b^r400mm.

Although only äleads were tested in these experiments, the reeults can
be utilircd to design Y-leads, too. The corrected double-coil Y-lead aud the
posterior unipositional Y-lead are further tested with more realistic toreo
models.

In section 5.1, it was already concluded that the height of the conductor
is the primary factor of the torso geonetry affectiug to the lead fields of
the unipositional Y- and Z-leads. In this section, various alternative coil
geometries were introduced to correet the lead fields in a more realistic torso'
model. The lead geometries of FiSB. 5.4(a), 5.5(b) and 5.5(b) produce more
ideal lead fields, but lower sensitivity levels.
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Fit.E.{ The ncuurcd lcd Oelds in model E2. Thc projec-

tbnr of the cutrent lor pbn'a (dashcd line) and the rero ren-
,ritivity liner (rolid line) rrc givcn vit'h the lead vector mag-

nituda (circler rnd crouca iudiceting the currcnt.flwing from'
end into töe prge, rcepectivc$). The dirmeterc of the ct(l!G!-
erc proportional to the lced flcH current denritier. (e) The leed

ffeld of two identicd coilr tiltcd.80 o to X-exi!. (b) The lead

0eld of tro idcnticel coilr orientrted 40 o to X-axi!.
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tr1E.6.5 The mclmrcd lcad Oeldc in:model82. The proiec-

tiont of the current f,or plena (drrhcd line) iad the nto rcn-
litivity lince (rolid tin") rre given rith.the lcrd vector Beg-
nitudcr (circler and croerca indicrting the currcnt flowing lrom
end into the pege, rerpectively). The,diemetcrs of the cro!!e!
are proportionrl to the lerd field current delritics. (e) The leed

fleld of hro identicel enterior coilr heving an optimal locetiou
and orientetion. (b) The leed fleld of two identical porterior
coils orienteted parallel to eacb other.

(a)
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5.3 Effects of the inh'srnogeneities

In this section the effects of the internal inhomogeneities of the torgo on
the YlvlCG are discussed. The effects are gtuöed by comparingthe lead åelds
neasured in the three model versions using the auatom.ical geometry. These
are the homogeneous vergion HB and the two inhomogeneous versiols I[l
and IH2. IHZ was eoustructed from IHI by inserting the conductive,blood
mese into the heart. This analysis is constrained to anterior unipositional
geometry. In models HB and IHl, only the tangential lead vector component
was measured in the central frontal, sagittal and transversal planes for the X-
, Y- aud Z-leads, respectively. This means that only the angular homogeneity
of the tangential component can be compared. Angular eensitivity östribu-
tions for the X-, Y-, and Z-leads are ilhutrated in Figu. 5.0, 5.7 and 5.8,
respectively. In each frgutg the solid curve denotes the homogeneons model
H3, dashed and dash-dotted. curves to the inhomogeDeous version IHl, and
dotted curve to the inhomogeneous version IHZ. The three unipositional

J1

,\ H3

[A ,tr}../ \ lH1

/o'\ rH1

,'4., lH2

O (degrees)090
LEFT - SUPERIOR

180 270

- RIG HT - INFERIOR -
360

LE F

tr'i9.6.0 Ängular dirtributions of the tangeutial lead vector
components in the central frontal plane in models H3, IHI and
IH2 for the X-lead of the anterior uuipositional lead ryrten.
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detectors were located in points (0,0,170), (0,0,170), (0,90,120) and (0,1s,120)
for these four curves, respectively.

Efreets on X-Ieds

The solid curve of Fig. 5.6 gives the anguler distribution of the tangen-
tial lead vector component of the axial X-lead in the frontal plane in the
homogeneous model H3. This distribution is more ideal thaq that of .model

IHl, which is illustrated by the dashed curve. This indicates that the in-
homogeneities shift the zero sensitivity line into the inferior direction. Wben
the detector wae shifted 30 mm to the superior direction, the dash-dotted
curve was obtained. The zero sensitivity line is norr located near the center
of the heart, but the distribution cleerly has minima in superior and inferior
direetions. This indicates z flottening efiect, which means thet the lead field
current density lines are rather oval thau circular. The'honogeneity is
found to be higher in the superior location than on the X-axis, but the or-
thogonality is evaluated to be slightly lorrer [Esk SlJ. The optimal location

,,JK.. H3

J1

\ lH1

090
SUPER. - ANTER. -

180 270 36
INFER.. POSTER. - SUPER.

Fig.5.7 Angular distributions of the tangential lead vector
components in the central sagittal plane in models HB,.IHl and
IH2 for the Y-lead of the anterior uniporitiond lead rystem.

O (degrees)
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is therefore approximated to be at point (0,15,170). This location was used

in tbe experiments with the final version IHz. A com.parison of the dotted
curve to the other curves shows that the intracardiac blood maas does not
considerably affect the lead fietds of the unipositional X-lead. However, be
cau3e this dotted curve.has slightly smaller alterations in amplitude than
the dashed and dash-dotted curves, the blood mBBs is found to correct the
flattening effect of the lead field current flow lines. This cur-re iuöcates th.at

the cero senritivity line is loceted inferiorly in the eentral frontal plane,

ebout 20mm from the center of the heart.

Efreets on Y-Ieds

The- effects of the internal inhomogeneities on the Y-lead of the an-

terior unipositional lead eystem are represented in Fig. 5.7. The angular

sensitivity distributions sre now ilhutrated in the central eagittal plane. The
solid, dashed and dssh-dotted curves have negative values for the porterior
direction. This meens that the tero Berlsitivity line is located posterior to
the myocardium. A comparison of these curves inöcates that this line has

shifbed cloger to the heart snd to the inferior direction due to the lunge,

but has not actuelly shifted when the detector is shifted 30mm superior to
the X-axis. A radical effect of the intracardiac blood mags is obtained when
eomparing these three curves to the dotted eurre. This self-centering effect

shifts the cero sensitivity line into the heart's region. Unfortuaately, the line
is still far fron the center of the heart.

Efreets on Z-Ieds

Fig. 5.8 illustret€s the effects of the inhomogeneitiee on the lead fields of
anterior unipositional Z-lead. The results ere verJr similer to thore obtaiued
for the Y-lead. In homogeneous and ffrst inhomogeneons nodels the zero

sensitivity line is again located posterior to the heart. The lungn and the
spine move it closer to the heart. The intracardiac blood mass shifts the line
to the rigbt side of the postcrior heart.

A comparigon of FigB. 5.0, 5.7 and 5.8 indicates that the Z-lead hae

the.higheet local sensitivity to elementarydipole eourcec. The sensitivity is

conceutrated in a gmall portion of the anterior nyocardiun.

The importznce of modelling |,\s inhssogweity

The conclueion from eomparing the lead fields of Fign. 5.0, 5.7 and

5.8 is that the self-centering effect, discussed in Section 2.4, is important
in the unipositional lead system.. Particularly, the intracardiac blood mass

shifts the sero sensitivity line towards the central axis of the heart. This self-

centering effect increases the usefulness of magnetocardiogtaphy, because

the effects of respirgtion and individual anatomical variations are expected
to decrease. On the other hand, this effeet clearly shows that to get reliable
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results from MCG models, the internal inhomogeneities should be included
in the models. Luag tissue and intracardiac blood are of special importance
in model constructions.
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Fig.68 Angulsr dirtributions of the tangential lead vector
componeDta in the central tran$verse plane in models Eg, Irfl.
and IH2 for the ?-lead, of tåe anterior unrp-oritional had rys-
tem.


